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Reionization & the Milky Way
Solution to missing satellite problem?
UV background
=> gas photo-evaporation 
=> SF suppression low-mass galaxies 
=> satellite galaxies, ultra-faint dwarfs
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Figure 4. Distributions of satellite galaxy magnitudes as a function of distance
from the Sun in a model with zreion = 9 and Mt = 3 × 107 h−1 M⊙. The open
red circles show magnitudes assigned using the abundance matching method
(Equation (1)) and the filled green triangles have magnitudes assigned using
the Bruzual and Charlot SPS code. The cyan stars show the distribution of the
observed Milky Way satellites. The solid line shows the completeness depth of
the SDSS survey as given by Equation (3).
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

the Tvir = 8 × 103 K falls entirely within the constraints of
Tollerud et al. (2008). It is important to note that these results
rely on simulations using completely different sets of physics.
The limits on Mt are set from hydrodynamical simulations as
discussed in Section 2.2, while the zreion and nsats limits come
from N-body simulations that model only collisionless physics.

One caveat that must be kept in mind when interpreting
Figure 3, is that we have assumed the particular subhalo
population of via Lactea II is representative of a typical
Milky Way mass halo. While only a handful of such ultra-
high-resolution simulations have been conducted, it is already
apparent that there is a wide distribution in the number of
subhalos in halos of similar mass. In particular, currently the
three most well-resolved halos (Diemand et al. 2008; Stadel
et al. 2009; Springel et al. 2008) contain a factor of 1.5–2 more
subhalos than via Lactea II at a fixed mass threshold, and it is
estimated that via Lactea II is among the 15% of objects with
similar mass that have so few subhalos (Ishiyama et al. 2009).
If this is the case, the number of satellites predicted in Figure 3
is potentially a factor of 2 too low for a typical Milky Way mass
halo. However, it is unknown exactly where in the relatively
wide distribution the Milky Way lies, particularly, since the
number of subhalos has been shown to correlate strongly with
halo concentration and formation history (Zentner et al. 2005).
In the remainder of this work, we assume that the subhalos
in via Lactea II are representative of the Milky Way, but this
distribution, and the possible bias, should be kept in mind when
detailed numerical results are given.

4.3. Luminosity Function

While Figure 3 shows that the total number of subhalos
hosting satellite galaxies may be strongly dependent on the
time of reionization, it is necessary to understand the properties
of these affected halos, i.e., are they all low mass objects that
we expect to host low-luminosity galaxies, or do they fill a
larger range in satellite parameter space? In order to quantify
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Figure 5. Luminosity functions for observations and model predictions. The
long-dashed line shows the observed Milky Way satellite luminosity function
corrected for sky coverage and depth effects, while the cyan swath represents
the statistical error. The red dotted, green dashed, and blue dot-dashed lines
represent reionization models of varying zreion = 5, 8, and 12, respectively.
Mt is set using the virial temperature, Tvir(Mt) = 8 × 103 K. The thicker set
of lines shows predicted luminosity functions using an extrapolated abundance
matching method to assign luminosities to the galaxies. The thinner set of lines
uses a SPS model to predict the luminosities.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

the expected impact on observations, we must first impose
the relevant observational cuts on our satellite distribution.
For each subhalo, we calculate rsun, the distance from a point
8 kpc from the center of via Lactea II. Figure 4 shows this
distribution as a function of magnitude for the model zreion = 8,
Mt = 3 × 107 h−1 M⊙. The open red circles show magnitudes
calculated using the abundance matching method (Equation (1)),
and the filled green triangles use the population synthesis model.
We then impose the cut defined by Equation (3) above, shown
as the black line. Because we expect this subset to best match
the observational sample, this cut is imposed for all subsequent
comparisons. While only affecting about 20% of our satellites,
objects as bright as MV = −7 are cut. The distributions of
the Milky Way dwarfs are overplotted for reference. We also
calculate the detection efficiency for each satellite galaxy based
on its surface brightness according to Equation (4). All galaxies
passing out magnitude cut have ϵ ≈ 1, so we do not make any
additional cuts based on estimated surface brightness.

Again, because the magnitudes set by the abundance match-
ing method are not directly impacted by zreion and Mt, the distri-
bution of objects in MV –rsun space is not strongly impacted as
these parameters are varied. In particular, adjusting these param-
eters only results in the presence or absence of objects with low
MV as low mass subhalos gain or lose the ability to host satel-
lite galaxies. Individual objects will, however, have a significant
dependence on magnitude in the SPS model because adjusting
these parameters impacts how long star formation is allowed
to proceed for, impacting the amount of mass that can be con-
verted into stars. In addition to forming new satellite galaxies,
pushing zreion to later epochs also causes the existing satellites
to brighten.

Figure 5 compares the luminosity functions from our model
with observations. The thicker lines show magnitudes set by
the abundance matching method, and the thinner lines by the
SPS model. For this plot, we have fixed Mt to be set by the
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Semi-analytical models
Satellite SF stops at zreion

=> sats = reionization fossils
simplistic assumption:reionization 
uniform & instantaneous
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=> Signature of reionization geometry survives down to z=0

Impact of local structure of UV field 
at reionization on MW satellite pop

Internal, inside-out
reionization

External, uniform BG

UV

z=0

Ocvirk & Aubert 2011

cumulative normalized radial 
distribution
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Lunnan et al. 2011, “self-consistent” reionisation

Comparing with literature

Koposov et al. 2009

Munoz et al. 2009

Maccio et al. 2010

Ocvirk & Aubert 2011

Busha et al. 2010
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Beyond current crude SAMs
Modelling assumptions: source multiplicity + geometry?

Feedback on sources?

Inside haloes: self-regulation?

On halo environment: filaments / cold accretion ?

Enough photons to reionize the whole Universe?

Influence of environment?

Next big galaxy M31?

Other nearby massive gals? (ex. council of giants)

Nearby galaxy cluster? (ex. Virgo)

Improvement requires numerical simulations
coupled hydro-radiative galaxy formation code
External radiative feedback => c = 1  !
High mass resolution (to resolve all sources down to 107 M☉ haloes  )
High spatial resolution (LG gals progenitors) => dx~10-20 h-1 kpc
Large volume (galaxy cluster + many LG examples) => L~ x10s Mpc
=> big simulation
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RAMSES-CUDATON

o RAMSES + ATON + CUDA
o RAMSES (Teyssier 2002): CPU
o gravity (PM) + hydrodynamics
o star formation + SN thermal + kinetic feedback

o ATON (Aubert 2008): UV Radiative Transfer, H only, 1 freq.
o Radiative transfer on a grid
o “photon soup” approximation (!= ray-tracing)
o cpu cost INDEPENDENT of number of sources !!!
o => excellent scalability

o CUDATON (T. Stranex, D. Aubert, R. Teyssier): ATON on GPU
o speedup x80  :-)
o c=1 :-)
o but no AMR => unigrid :-(
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RAMSES-CUDATON
o For photons or gas flows on grid, max timestep is set by the Courant 

stability condition: Δt < c Δx
o => Δtrad ~ 0.01 - 0.001 Δthydro

o => node hours(RHD) ~ 100-1000 node hours (hydro) !!!
o 3 solutions: 
o slow light (c = c/100): not suitable for reionization studies
o Δxrad ~ 10 Δxhydro : proscribed (lose low mass sources + FB)
o GPU: x 80 speedup

why x 80?
o CPU: 16 cores x 3 GHz = 

24 . 109 cycles/s
o GPU: 2000 cores x 1 GHz = 
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TITAN at Oak Ridge National 
Laboratory

o 30-35 PB filesystem 

o top 1 in 2013

o now top 2 (Tianhe - 2 is top 1)
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The TITAN RAMSES-CUDATON 
simulation

o 64 h-1 Mpc side, 40963 grid, 40963 DM parts 
(Mdm=3.5 x 105 M☉)

o => Δx ~ 15 h-1 kpc comoving, Δx < 3 kpc physical

o each domain is 128x256x256 cells (maxed out)

o => 8192 titan nodes (16 CPU + 1GPU per node)

o from z=300 to z=4.2, WMAP5 ICs provided by 
CLUES project1

o ~ 11 days => 2.15 million node hours, 2000      
(+800 000) timesteps

o 138 snapshots (every 10 million years)

o 2 PB data=> reduced dataset: 100 TB 

o (cutouts HR + fullbox LR + halo fof catalogs, 13 
million haloes, >200 million stars)

(taken from illustris website)
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The TITAN RAMSES-CUDATON 
simulation

o 64 h-1 Mpc side, 40963 grid, 40963 DM parts

o => Δx ~ 15 h-1 kpc comoving, Δx < 3 kpc physical

o each domain is 128x256x256 cells (maxed out, H only, 1 freq.)

o => 8192 titan nodes (16 CPU + 1GPU per node)

o from z=300 to z=4.2, WMAP5 ICs provided by CLUES1

o ~ 11 days => 2.15 million node hours

o 138 snapshots (every 10 million years)

o 2 PB data

o reduced dataset = 100 TB (cutouts HR + fullbox LR + halo catalogs)

o ~60 LG analogs

o 100s of L* galaxies

o several groups, 1 Virgo galaxy cluster analog
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Temperature
6 Mpc thick slice

16 h-1 Mpc

2 h-1 Mpc
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16 h-1 Mpc

UV photon density
6 Mpc thick slice

2 h-1 Mpc
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16 h-1 Mpc

UV photon density
6 Mpc thick slice
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2 h-1 Mpc

16 h-1 Mpc

UV photon density
6 Mpc thick slice
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Preliminary Conclusions I: 
 Radiation and satellite populations

o 108-9 M☉haloes at z=3 will be ~108.5-9.5 M☉ at zacc = 1

o SF suppressed at zreion, result of UV radiation - matter coupling

o Lots of dark satellites: only 20% of 108 M☉ haloes have stars at z=4

o => very low stellar content (103-5 M☉), old stellar populations, high M/L,

o => good candidate progenitors for ultra-faint dwarfs and dark sats

o => Towards realistic satellite populations? => Missing satellites no more?

o Caveat: spatial resolution? cf. David Sullivan’s talk
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About the data
o original dataset: 64 h-1 Mpc side, 40963 grid, 40963 DM parts     

(Mdm=3.5 x 105 M☉), 2PB, 138 snaps, >13 Million haloes at z=4.2
o => Δx ~ 15 h-1 kpc comoving, Δx < 3 kpc physical

o reduced dataset:
o fullbox: rhogas, rhodm, rhophot, T, xion, vxyz on 2048 grid
o fullbox: fof halo cats, all star particles (xyz,mass,age)
o cutouts (493): 4 Mpc regions
o same as fullbox but at full res (4096) + all DM particles

o at OLCF: ~100 PB
o Transferred datasets:
o TACC (Texas): everything
o Potsdam (geras/erebos): ~ 2/3 of dataset, transfer finished
o Strasbourg (buffy): ~2/3 of dataset, still copying

o Discussion for projects open within CLUES
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Project status

o First INCITE Simulation finished in late 2013
o Processing on OLCF clusters still ongoing (re-running FOFs)
o (will require update of the datasets at TACC, Potsdam, Strasbourg)
o processing allocation until august 31st, extended to november 1st
o After that, data-only access
o Archiving of the reduced dataset at OLCF.
o new INCITE proposal submitted for a run in 2015 with:
o RAMSES-CUDATON updated physics (e.g. chemical enrichment)
o EMMA (Aubert et al. 2014, in prep)

o PRACE runs with RAMSES-CUDATON and RAMSES-RT (cf David 
Sullivan & Ilian Iliev).


